Cuckoo hashing guarantees constant-time lookups regardless of table density, making it a viable candidate for highdensity tables. Cuckoo hashing insertions perform poorly at high table densities, however. In this paper, we mitigate this problem through the introduction of novel kick-out eviction algorithms. Experimentally, our algorithms reduce the number of bins viewed per insertion for high-density tables by as much as a factor of ten.
Introduction
Unlike traditional hashing, Cuckoo hashing maps each key to two distinct bins using two hash functions. To insert a key, we simply look at the bins identified by the two hash functions and insert into the first containing a free slot. If neither bin contains an empty slot, then we pick one of the two bins and kick out one of the keys it contains. The displaced key, the victim, is then recursively reinserted into the table. The sequence of kick-outs that results from the initial insert is called a kick-out chain.
Unfortunately, whereas cuckoo hashing reads are guaranteed constant time, inserts become very slow for high-density tables. The kick-out chain resulting from an insertion in a high-density table results in the viewing of dozens (or hundreds) of bins, making cache-friendly or multi-threaded cuckoo hashing difficult [2] . Commonly kick-out victims are selected in one of two manners: random kicking selects the victim randomly; and breadth-first search (BFS) performs a search to find the shortest possible kick-out chain. Experi-Permission to make digital or hard copies of part or all of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for third-party components of this work must be honored. For all other uses, contact the owner/author(s). mentally, at high table densities both kick-out schemes are equally bad in terms of bins viewed per insertion ( Figure 1 ).
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Our research suggests that simple algorithmic changes to both BFS and random kicking can yield significant improvements. In Section 2, we describe and evaluate experimentally three such techniques, ghost insertions, queue kicking, and sorted search. When combined, ghost insertions and sorted search yield as much as a factor-of-ten reduction in bins viewed per insertion for high-density tables.
Surprisingly, queue kicking can be further harnessed as a concurrency mechanism for planning concurrent kick-out chains. In Section 3, we describe this mechanism along with an extension of it called claim flagging, both of which avoid competition between inserts with high probability. We then implement a serializable multi-writer cuckoo hash table and are able to apply queue kicking and claim flags in order to significantly reduce transaction-abort frequency.
For an extended version of this paper, see [1] .
Reducing Bins Viewed
In this section, we describe three mechanisms for reducing bins viewed per insertion. Ghost insertions: When both of a record's bins have free space, ghost insertions allow a record to reside in both bins at once, marked as a duplicate in each. Duplicates make good kick-out victims because they are guaranteed not to cause additional kick-outs. By prioritizing duplicates as kick-out victims, we can therefore obtain a reduction in bins viewed per insertion.
Sorted Search: Whereas BFS can be implemented by maintaining a queue of records whose children bins have not yet been examined, sorted search instead maintains a list sorted by a statistic called spawn count; records with small spawn counts are more likely to lead to small kick-out chains. (Note that unlike for BFS, however, for sorted search one must be careful to detect/avoid cycles in the search.)
The spawn count of a record in bin b is the number of times since the conception of the hash table that any search has previously visited the children bins of a record that was, at the time, contained in b. Surprisingly, even statistics using information specific to the record (and not just the bin) appear unable to perform better than spawn count.
Queue Kicking: To select kick-out victims, queue kicking picks the record present in the bin for the longest. Consequently, queue kicking prioritizes against victims that have already been kicked around recently. We may not be the first to observe the benefits of queue kicking; in fact, it is the kick-out scheme used by Kennith Ross in his high-performance cuckoo hash table implementation [3] . 1 evaluates these mechanisms according to bins viewed per insertion, which according to the Disk Access Machine model will be proportional to cache misses. We evaluate each mechanism, along with random-kicking and BFS, both with and without ghost insertions. For each algorithm, we fill 1,000 hash tables, each containing 2 13 4-slot bins, to 97.5% full and graph the average number of bins viewed for insertions at each density.
In each experiment, hashes are generated uniformly randomly. Moreover, insertions are not responsible for verifying that the key being inserted is not already present. Each experiment appears to scale. That is, for tables with arbitrarily many bins, the data-points remain essentially unchanged.
Avoiding Overlapping Chains
One problem with long kick-out chains is that, in multithreaded systems, two concurrent insertions may plan overlapping chains, forcing one of the insertions to start over [2] . As we will see in Section 3.3, this can lead to a problematic number of transaction aborts in the context of serializable cuckoo hashing. In particular, in serializable cuckoo hashing, hundreds or thousands of inserts may be planned before any of them are committed to the table. Any overlaps in their planned kick-out chains will force one of the insertions' entire transaction to abort. Worse still, if two kick-out chains terminate in the same bin which contains only a single free slot, they are guaranteed to compete for the slot.
In this section, we describe two concurrency mechanisms which avoid overlapping kick-out chains with high probability. The first uses hit counters, which are a simple extension of queue kicking from Section 2. The second uses claim flags, which restrict write-access to a slot but not read-access.
We then evaluate our concurrency mechanisms on a serializable cuckoo hash table. Starting with a concurrency scheme similar to that of SILO, a high-performance in-memory database [4] , we use hit counters and claim flags to obtain significant reductions in transaction-abort frequencies. For example, In our experiments for delete-heavy loads, claim flags bring the percent of transaction attempts that abort down from more than 5% to approximately .02% at low table densities, and from more than 10% to approximately .5% at high table densities. These percentages will vary depending on the size of the table, the number of threads, and the number of operations per transaction. For example, a larger table with the same number of threads and number of operations per transaction will yield smaller percentages.
Hit counters and Claim Flags
In Section 2, we used queue kicking to reduce bins viewed per insertion. By preemptively updating the queue, we can extend queue kicking to prevent concurrently planned kick-out chains from overlapping. In particular, for delete-light loads, the queue can be approximated by a hit counter, whose value modulo the bin size B is incremented atomically 1 on each insertion in the bin, and whose value designates a (possibly non-empty) slot for the next insertion to use.
Only if more than B insertions touch a given bin at a time is there risk of contention. Proposition 3.1 tells us with high probability, however, that this will never happen. Hit counters will result in longer-than-necessary kick-out chains for delete-heavy loads, however, because they can result in a kick-out in a bin which has free slots. To achieve similar results for arbitrary loads, we introduce to every slot a mechanism called a claim flag, indicating whether the slot is claimed. Claim flags restrict other threads from planning to write to that slot, without restricting read-access.
Insertions and kick-outs select only out of the slots which are not already claimed in a bin, and then claim that slot atomically. Additionally, overwrites and deletes can claim slots in order to prevent insertions from using them.
Just as for queue kicking, as long as fewer than B + 1 insertions use a given bin at a time, they avoid the risk of overlapping chains. Thus Proposition 3.1 tells us once again that with high probability no two insertions will ever compete during a table's O(n)-operation lifespan.
In order to avoid deadlock, no insertion can ever wait on a claim flag. Additionally, in the context of serializable cuckoo hashing, since many operations can be in a single transaction, any operation waiting on a claim flag risks deadlock. Consequently, when overwrites, insertions, or deletes see a claimed slot, they must abort the transaction. In the same situation without claim flags, however, one of the conflicting transactions would have been forced to abort regardless.
A Serializable Implementation
In serializable cuckoo hashing, each user transaction may consist of many interdependent insertions, overwrites, deletes, and reads. Serializability is the guarantee that the execution of a series of transactions is equivalent to some serial execution of those transactions.
In order to test hit counters and claim flags, we implemented a serializable cuckoo hash table using a concurrency scheme similar to that of SILO [4] . The basic scheme follows.
Planning Out a Transaction: Each slot in each bin is assigned a version ID which is updated each time it is overwritten. When planning out a transaction, a worker stores the version ID of each slot which it reads and of each slot which it plans to overwrite (in a read-set and write-set respectively). In addition, to guarantee the consistency of a given read, the worker must verify that the version ID of a slot is the same before and after the read.
Commiting a Transaction: To commit the transaction, the worker locks each slot in its write-set (in some global order to avoid deadlock), and then verifies the version IDs of the keys in both the read and write sets have not changed since the worker recorded them. Should verification succeed, then the worker can apply the transaction without violating serializability; otherwise, the worker must abort. After applying the transaction, and before releasing the locks on the overwritten slots, the worker must update the IDs of the overwritten slots. The worker assigns them an ID one more than the largest ID in either the read-set or write set. This ID is called the transaction's transaction ID.
Intuitively, we could simply increment each slot's ID rather than resetting it to the transaction ID. Setting it to the transaction ID has a subtle advantage, however. In particular, one can prove that the actual execution of transactions is equivalent to any serial execution in which the transactions are ordered weakly by their transaction IDs.
In addition to this basic scheme, we implemented a technique which we call local retrying, which allows for operations to verify that a given record is not present, without risking an abort later just because one of the slots which could contain the record has been updated. This is accomplished by assigning each bin a version ID which is updated only when a record is inserted into that bin. If a transaction wishes to verify that a bin b does not contain a key k, it places bin b's version ID, along with the key k, into its read-set. If, in the commit phase, a bin version ID from the read set has changed, the worker simply releases its locks, re-verifies that the bin doesn't contain the relevant record, and retries the commit phase using the bin's new version ID.
Experimental Evaluation
Races between concurrent transactions can force one of the transactions to completely abort. Aborts mean wasted work. Consequently abort-frequency is a good metric for measuring the efficacy of hit counters and claim flags.
We gather data on three variants of serialized cuckoo hashing, the base implementation from Section 3.2 which uses neither claim flags nor hit counters, an implementation which uses hit counters, and and implementation which uses claimflags. For a delete-light workload, hit counters both decimate transaction aborts and shorten kick-out chains. In turn, claim flags appear to significantly reduce abort frequency in both delete-light and delete-heavy workloads.
We run tests on a table with 2 14 bins, each containing 8 slots. We consider two workloads, one of which is light on deletes and one of which is delete heavy; the relative frequencies of inserts, deletes, overwrites, and reads is 1:0:1:1 and 2:1:2:2 in the two tests. Our experiments use 15 threads, each of which runs transactions batching together 100 operations. Each insert uses a randomly generated pair of hashes Table Density Transaction Aborts in Delete-Heavy Workloads
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Hit Counters Claim Flags Figure 2 : The average number of transaction aborts over the lifetime of tables filled to varying densities. and a randomly generated integer payload. To randomly select a record for an overwrite, delete, or read, a thread picks out of all records ever inserted into the table by the thread. Figure 2 graphs the average over 100 trials of the total number of aborts for a table filled to each density.
In general, one expects the total number of aborts to grow proportionally to the number of threads and number of operations per transaction, but to not depend on table size. Experiments on tables with varying parameters indicate this to be roughly the case; it would be interesting to further study the scaling properties of the tables.
